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SOLUTIONS SU M MARY

Thermostats
Upgrade your customers to the Alarm.com thermostat offering, which provides 24/7 monitoring and 
control over their comfort, convenience, and energy savings. Thermostats are easily integrated into 
Alarm.com’s ecosystem of smart home devices making it easier than ever to create a more comfortable 
home experience. 

Monitoring and Controls
Customers can see and manage their thermostat settings right 
from the mobile app or customer site. They can also easily monitor 
and control the temperature and humidity of their whole home.

Automation
With features like places, smart schedules, scenes, and arming 
states, Alarm.com supported thermostats can automatically 
optimize for both comfort and savings. Easy-to-use schedules 
and sensor-triggered rules help homes run smarter. 

Temperature Sensors
The Temperature and Humidity Sensor works with a smart thermostat 
for precise comfort that is in lockstep with a household’s daily routine. 
Set a schedule that uses the main thermostat for the downstairs 
temperature during the day and uses one or more sensors upstairs at 
night for the optimal sleeping temperature. It can also be placed in 
specific areas to provide extreme temperature or humidity alerts to 
prevent damage or mold.

Smart Thermostat HD
Alarm.com’s beautiful, ENERGY STAR®-certified Smart Thermostat HD 
is designed for easy install. Utilizing wire detection technology, set 
up wizards, and Z-Wave SmartStart, it’s easier than ever to add 
temperature monitoring to your customer’s whole-home solution.

Pro HVAC Monitoring and Demand Response
Thermostats can unlock even more opportunities for you and your 
customers with Pro HVAC Monitoring and Demand Response. Pro 
HVAC Monitoring provides HVAC alerts straight to an HVAC Service 
Provider and your customer when there is an issue. It also offers a 
savings opportunity for you. Give your customers access to incentives 
provided by utilities for Demand Response program participation 
which they can easily sign up for in the Alarm.com app.


